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Basic Outline of the End of the Great Tribulation 
according to Revelation 

 

   T1 T2  T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 

 2013 S             B 

 X X X X X X X X X 

 

 

S =…………. the sealing of the “144,000” Jews for divine protection from the harm to come. All of these Jews survive into the coming 

Millennium. Therefore, the entire period from S to beyond B is contained within the span of one lifetime. 

T1 =………… the first trumpet blast = the first sign in the sky heralding Christ’s second coming = the first of four “warnings” to Israel of 

the coming of God’s wrath = the first of four dramatic and catastrophic events caused by some astronomical anomaly. 

T2 =………… the second trumpet blast = the second sign in the sky heralding Christ’s second coming = the second of four “warnings” to 

Israel of the coming of God’s wrath = the second of four dramatic and catastrophic events caused by some astronomical 

anomaly. 

T3 =………… the third trumpet blast = the third sign in the sky heralding Christ’s second coming = the third of four “warnings” to Israel of 

the coming of God’s wrath = the third of four dramatic and catastrophic events caused by some astronomical anomaly. 

T4 =………… the fourth trumpet blast = the fourth sign in the sky heralding Christ’s second coming = the fourth and final “warning” to 

Israel of the coming of God’s wrath = the fourth dramatic and catastrophic event caused by some astronomical anomaly. 

T5 =………… the invasion of Israel by a “locust swarm” of diabolical forces (demons) controlled by Satan; they deceive armies into 

desiring to invade Israel, and they torment the Jews in Israel. 

T6 =………… a “200 million” man army invades Israel, conquers it, and begins to control it politically. 

B = T7 =……. the end of the present time = the GREAT AND TERRIBLE DAY OF THE LORD = the day of the Wrath of God AND the 

second coming of Jesus AND the transformation into immortal beings of all (living or dead, Jew or Gentile) who, at that 

time, are “in Christ” AND the battle of Armageddon, wherein the whole army coming up against Israel is destroyed AND the 

destruction of every Jew who is not “in Christ” and who is not “sealed” with the seal of God (the day of judgment against 

God’s own people, the Jews). [This complex event is described symbolically by the sixth seal in the vision of the seven-

sealed scroll and by the seventh trumpet in the vision of the seven trumpets.] 

This chart is intended to be read in conjunction with the previous chart titled “Basic Outline of History according to  Revelation” (Handout 5). This chart “zooms in” 

on the end of the period from 2013 to B on that previous chart. 


